DRINKING GAME GUIDES

by KrakowCrawl™

KING’S CUP
King’s Cup is a drinking game that uses playing cards. The player must
drink and dispense drinks based on cards drawn. Each card has a rule
that is predetermined before the game starts.
Difﬁculty: medium

Aproximate drunkness: pretty hammered

Clear off a table and set a cup in the middle, with a deck of
cards placed around it in a circle.
Players should gather around the table - with each player
having a cup or bottle of alcohol to themselves.
First player picks up a card. Each card represents a different
rule as follows:
Ace - “Waterfall” - everyone must keep drinking until the
player who picked the card stops.
2 - “Choose” - the player chooses someone to drink.
3 - “Me” - the player who picked the card drinks.
4 - “Whore” - all girls drink.
5 - “Thumb Master” - from now on when the player puts their
thumb on the table everyone must follow. Whoever is last
must drink. The player is the “Thumb Master” until another
person picks a 5.
6 - “Dicks” - all guys drink.
7 - “Heaven” - all players must point their ﬁngers in the sky.
Whoever is last, drinks.
8 - “Mate” - the player chooses someone to drink with.
9 - “Rhyme” - the player picks a word, ex. “dog” and the
person next to them must rhyme with that word, then the next
person etc. Whoever does not ﬁnd a rhyme, drinks.
10 - “Categories” - the player picks a category, ex. football.
The person next to them has to say a word in that category,
then the next person etc. Whoever messes up, drinks.
Jack - “Make a Rule” - the player can make up any rule they
want, ex. “only drinking with one hand allowed”. The rule has
to be followed until the end of the game and the person that
disobeys it, drinks.
Queen - “Questions” - the player has to ask someone

a question, it doesn’t matter what it is, after that the next
player etc. Whoever messes up, drinks.
King - “Pour!” - the player must pour a little bit of their drink
into the cup that is in the middle of the table.
The game is over when the last King is picked. The player who
picked it must down the whole “King’s Cup”, which might end
up being awesome or absolutely disgusting.

Check all our games on our website!
www.krakowcrawl.com/drinkinggames
/krakowcrawl #krakcity

